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G-BOX XL  | A LARGE GRINDING BOX

G-BOX XL

Grinding in plaster, acrylates and other hard materials often leads to
a dusty working environment. Lacquering or gluing materials could 
also both smell or be dangerous. In both cases these factors could lead 
to a severe health risk for the staff.
 
The grinding box - G-box XL – gives the possibility to work in a larger 
area with hazardous processes without going to the scale of a laf 
bench.

The G-box makes it easier to maintain a high hygiene standard at the
lab and in the clinic. Fumes, dust and coarse particles are efficiently
collected in the box, which can be used both with and without a 
suction motor or ventilator.

The transparent lid is made of tempered glass for your safety. The
handholes are made of smooth material and have punched tongues,
which close tight around the wrist. The built in LED light gives a strong
3500 lux light centered in the working field. Combined with the
magnifier you will see the smallest detail very clear!

The G-box XL could be used upon a table with suction grate mounted
through the table. If a more ergonomic working place is needed the 
G-box XL could be delivered with an electrical height adjustable table 
with air piston, bracket for grinding machine etc.
 
Connect one of these solutions with CP suction motor, silencer and 
hand valve and you will have a complete solution.

G-BOX XL  |  FEATURES

Technical specifications

Features of the G-Box XL include:

Integrated 3500 lux LED light

Smooth handholes

Solid metal construction

Hardened glass lid

Attachable magnifiying glass 
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G-BOX XL  |  TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

DIMENSIONS

PRODUCT WEIGHTITEM NO. WIDTH (A) HEIGHT (B) DEPTH (C) VOLTAGE LIGHT

G-Box 6 kg901100 600 mm 450 mm 550 mm 230 V 3500 lux

ACCESSORIES

PRODUCT WEIGHTITEM NO. WIDTH (A) HEIGHT (B) DEPTH (C)

Magnifier 0,3 kg901036 100 mm 100 mm 15 mm

RELATED PRODUCTS
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CP Suction motors SM 03
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Please visit  www.rectus.dk  for more detailed information or contact us directly on  info@rectus.dk !
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Workbench WP 01
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Suction hoses MS 01
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Mounting parts MS 02
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CP Ventilators


